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About This Game

Would a hero like you assassinate the president of the United States to defend the right to be Powered?

As the corrupt President Victon launches his oppressive campaign of Powered Regulation, your Legendary heroic rise
transforms into something much more: you must become a political icon fighting to restore Powered rights in America. This

new battle takes a twisted turn when your once-greatest enemy, Prodigal, tells you President Victon’s darkest secret....

Now you are faced with the biggest choices of your career: Do you trust the word of your archenemy? Will you evade President
Victon's gang of criminal bounty hunters? Can you save your family and complete your rise as a Legendary hero?

"Heroes Rise: HeroFall" completes the epic Heroes Rise trilogy by Zachary Sergi, featuring the smash hits "Heroes Rise: The
Prodigy" and "Heroes Rise: The Hero Project," interactive novels where your choices control the story. The Heroes Rise trilogy

is entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and driven by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

All of your decisions lead to this epic conclusion, where you must truly define what you believe is right and what you stand for
as a hero—and what (or whom) you’re willing to sacrifice for those ideals. Play as male or female, gay or straight, and decide

how your story will end. How many alternate endings can you unlock?

How High Will You Rise?

 Over 118,000 words
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 Play as gay or straight, male or female

 Five possible romance options

 Save your parents from the Devoid prison for Powered criminals

 Unleash your mysterious "Infini" powers
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This game is way more fun than it should be. The trucks actually have nice damage, and the leveling is nice on each vehicle, but
the game seems overly easy and can be nearly beaten in 2-3 sit downs.. Beated level 99 in lost luggage in just 5 minutes

I don't know why but for some reason, everytime I play this game, the song "Puff the Magic Dragon" comes to my head.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQdW_7r73MQ. Terrible game. Bad graphics, laggy, slow controls, useless physics. It has
only cost me EUR 0,99 or so, but it's not worth it. A waste of harddisk space.

[edit] Made a typo in the price, should be 0,99.. The game plays pretty well but I could not bring myself to like it. Maybe it is
the repetitive nature of the game to get the high score, but this one got boring for me pretty quickly.. This game is super simple
fun. Randomized levels keep the game fresh and you have to stay on your toes. I recommend if you like infinite style runner
games. 8\/10. Awesome modelling software.still! it has its bugs, but unless u dont have a big budget or dont want an all-in-one
tool like blender or else (for big money), u can use it if u know what u are doing. fits perfectly together with zbrush, if u plan to
boxmodel\/sub-d in silo and detailing\/texturing in zbrush e.g.
pretty easy to handle and work with. im still hoping for future updates too.... It's a fun novelty to be able to fly in Meigs again.
However why would you recreate downtown Chicago with 3d buildings and NOT include O'Hare and Midway?!?!?
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Below is my original review of the game, about a year ago or so. I jumped back into it after reading some of the negative
reviews people had posted. At the price 4.99 that it is now, this is a great deal. I do wish they added more control of your people
but its not a game breaker. It is a short
game but still enjoyable.

The first thing you will notice about the game is the fact your in the tutorial...for a while at that. But the graphics are actually
what you are going to notice. The game revolves around the idea of building up your village and to do so you need flat land.
They have found a very smooth and easy to use tool set to accomplish this. The way it shapes the land was very well done and
thought out.
The one thing that stands out as of now to me, with just a little over an hour of game play, is I find myself wanting a little more.
A little more options, control, village details, etc.
I am going to recommend this game, but at the same time I feel this is a 14.99 or 9.99 game.. THERE IS NO WORD TO
DESCRIBE THIS ADDON IT IS SO BAD THAT I CANT EVER CALL IT BAD STAY AWAY FROM IT IF U DONT
WANT TO WAST YOUR MONEY IF YOU WANT SOMETHING BRILIENT FOR YOUR MONEY THEN BUY THE
14XX ADDIN PACK IT REALLY IS YOUR MONEYS WOURTH THE RESON IT WAS BAD IS BECAUSE IT HAS 2
MISSING TEXTURES ON THE WATER SITE GLASS AND HAS THE BLACK 5 DEFALT SOUNDS AND WHISTLE.. If
you've ever been involved in FRC, FTC, or any other robotics competition, this game is perfect for you. You get to design your
own robot to complete varied and difficult challenges. Although the game may look pretty intimidating at first, the bot
programing is based on simple drap-and-drop gates. This game will heavily test your ability to engineer a solution to various
design challenges.. you will never get past the 5th mission of the campaign. you will be stuck there forever even on the easiest
difficulty. A total bummer. it has the cool tim burton stuff and you can drive the batmobile. limited gameplay. repetitive.
spells\/abilitys are not discribed anywhere in the game. I do like this game for the fact that the travelling reminds me of Star
Trails of Arkania for the random encounters and decision making.

The dice RNG does add a bit of strategy, but there have been many times where it simply was impossible to continue further
during certain mandatory encounters.

All in all though, a beautiful piece of art, decent casual trading game (buy low, sell high), and okay story so far, though perhaps
a bit melodramatic.
. Completely unstable on Windows 10. Also it depends on Apple Quick Time and won't run without it. Crashes before the first
level ends due to some Quicktime bug. Not recommended, even if it was free.

. There are no CGs, and the game is extremely short. Doesn't really go into Korean culture.
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